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Australia's Glenn Maxwell and Chris Lynn are among seven players who have listed their base price at the maximum of INR 2 crore (USD 279,000 approx.) It has to be kept in mind that he scored his last half-century in 2016. Maxwell ended the tournament with just 108 runs at a strike rate of 101.88, and 3 wickets with an economy of 8.04 to his name. Virender Sehwag had recently taken a sly dig at KXIP's star all-rounder Glenn Maxwell for his poor performance in IPL 2020. In the auction, a total of 62 players were sold. Despite his struggles over the last few years in the IPL, Kings XI Punjab bought the Australian all-rounder for Rs 10.75 crore at the IPL 2020 auctions. Australian all-rounder Glenn Maxwell, acquired by Kings XI Punjab in the IPL 2020 auction for a whopping INR 10.75 crores, failed to deliver in the tournament, only scoring 108 runs in 13 games at a strike-rate of 101.88. Home » Cricket » IPL 2020 Auction: Glenn Maxwell fetches INR 10.75 crore; Eoin Morgan sold for INR 5.25 crore. IPL 2020 - Full Coverage | Points Table GG vs JS Lanka Premier League (Final) Fantasy Prediction: Galle Gladiators vs Jaffna Stallions –…, Our site uses cookies. MY Cricket Production 127,300 views 10:16 The auction for the IPL 2020 season took place in Kolkata on Thursday (December 23). Cummins was picked up by Kolkata in a deal that is just short of the record 16 Crore deal handed to Indian player Yuvraj Singh. Maxwell went to KXIP for Rs 10.75 cr. IPL 2020 auction. The Auction which is taking place in Kolkata has 338 players going under the hammer today. Do the same thing again and again & hope for different results! The full list of players sold and unsold at the 2020 IPL player auction in Kolkata. Glenn Maxwell, who took a break to take care of his mental health, has enlisted himself in the Auction as well. Glenn Maxwell and Chris Lynn locked at highest base price. The war was eventually won by Royal who bought Uthappa for INR 3 crore. The biggest battle of the first hour was fought between Kings XI Punjab and Delhi Capitals for Australia all-rounder Glenn Maxwell. Glenn Maxwell replied to Virender Sehwag's dig at him by saying that it was the latter's choice to say what he likes. Before Maxwell, England World Cup winning captain Eoin Morgan became the first player to fetch a price in excess of INR 5 crore. Before Maxwell, England World Cup winning captain Eoin Morgan became the first player to fetch a price in excess of INR 5 crore. The players who have listed themselves for a base price of ₹2 crores are: ALSO READ | Aakash Chopra picks his IPL 2020 talent to watch out for and his first name is Virat. Stay updated on the latest IND VS AUS news, IND VS AUS updates, IND VS AUS schedule, IND VS AUS matches and more. Andrew Tye (Base price … IPL 2020 Auction Price List Australia’s all-rounder Mitchell Marsh and Sri Lankan veteran Angelo Mathews have also placed themselves in the list of two crore rupees players. Glenn Maxwell fetches INR 10.75 crore: The Australian all-rounder became the first player to cross the 10-crore barrier in the auction. HUR vs STR Fantasy Prediction : Hobart Hurricanes vs Adelaide Strikers Best Fantasy Picks for KFC Big Bash League, DV vs JS Fantasy Prediction : Dambulla Viiking vs Jaffna Stallions Best Fantasy Picks for Lanka Premier League T20 Semi-Final, GGC vs GKH Fantasy Prediction : Gazi Group Chottogram vs Gemcon Khulna Best Fantasy Picks for Bangladesh T20 – Bangabandhu T20 Cup Qualifier-1, THU vs HEA Fantasy Prediction : Sydney Thunder vs Brisbane Heat Best Fantasy Picks for KFC Big Bash League. IPL 2020 Auction: Glenn Maxwell, Chris Lynn, Pat Cummins Among Top Bracket Of ₹2 Crore Big cricketing names like Chris Lynn, Pat Cummins, Glenn Maxwell, and Dale Steyn have enlisted themselves for a base price of ₹2 crores for IPL 2020 Auctions. Find all details here . Topics IPL 2020 | IPL auction | Indian Premier League IPL 2020: Virender Sehwag baffled with Glenn Maxwell’s hefty price tag despite consistent failures KXIP bought Maxwell for a whopping amount of Rs 10.75 crore in the auction. Find all details here. PTI Kolkata ... Uthappa had gone into the auction with a base price of Rs 1.5 crore, the highest for an Indian. Australian all-rounder Glenn Maxwell, acquired by Kings XI Punjab in the IPL 2020 auction for a whopping INR 10.75 crores, failed to deliver in the tournament, only scoring 108 runs in 13 games at a strike-rate of 101.88. IPL auction: Biggest winners, full squads. The IPL 2020 auction is being held in Kolkata on Thursday | NewsBytes The newly-appointed coach Brendon McCullum’s resilience saw him buying Morgan from the hands of Capitals at a price of INR 5.25 crore. Maxwell was bought for a whopping Rs 10.75 crores but managed to score just 108 runs in this edition. A total of 332 cricketers will go under the hammer for just the 73 vacant spots across the eight teams at the IPL auction in Kolkata on December 19 with Australia's Glenn Maxwell and South African Dale Steyn among those opting for the highest base price of Rs 2 crore. Learn more about our use of cookies: cookie policy, IPL 2020 Auction: Glenn Maxwell fetches INR 10.75 crore; Eoin Morgan sold for INR 5.25 crore, IPL 2020 News: Teams allowed to swap capped players during IPL 2020, Lionel Messi inexplicably missed a tap in during the El Clasico, GG vs JS Fantasy Prediction : Galle Gladiators vs Jaffna Stallions Best Fantasy Picks for Lanka Premier League T20 Final, Tom Moody SRH: Former coach returns to Sunrisers Hyderabad as Director of Cricket, SCO vs STA Fantasy Prediction : Perth Scorchers vs Melbourne Stars Best Fantasy Picks for KFC Big Bash League, Ben McDermott: Watch Hurricanes batsman’s massive six off Matt Renshaw hits Aurora Stadium’s roof, Justin Langer bats for Cameron Green’s Test debut in Adelaide; hints at promoting Matthew Wade as opener vs India. and well, it continues the trend of the Australian having a great impact on the IPL 2020 auctions. Let us check the complete list of overseas players and their base price. However, the Australian all-rounder couldn't live up to these lofty expectations. As per the signing, the Glenn Maxwell IPL 2020 price was ₹10.75 crore (US$1.5 million), thus making him Punjab’s second most expensive player after captain KL Rahul. "In the next auction, I think his price will drop from 10 crores to somewhere around Rs. Five Australian players have been handed the highest base price ahead of the Indian Premier League auction. Having played for Delhi previously, Roy will get INR 1.5 for playing IPL 2020. Glenn Maxwell fetches INR 10.75 crore: The Australian all-rounder became the first player to cross the 10-crore barrier in the auction. IPL 2020: Virender Sehwag baffled with Glenn Maxwell’s hefty price tag despite consistent failures KXIP bought Maxwell for a whopping amount of Rs 10.75 crore in the auction. The IPL 2020 auction was held in Kolkata on December 19, 2019. Mumbai: The IPL 2020 player auction list is out with a total of 332 cricketers set to go under the hammer in Kolkata on 19 December. Maxwell was arguably the worst value-for-money player in IPL 2020 Signed by KXIP for 10.75 crores in the IPL 2020 auction, Glenn Maxwell was a horrible flop in the tournament. BCCI to conduct its 89th AGM in Ahmedabad's Motera Stadium on December 24, Matthew Hayden forewarns India about Steve Smith's form ahead of the 4-match Test series, Suresh Raina to play for Uttar Pradesh in Syed Mushtaq Ali Trophy, IPL: Tom Moody returns to Hyderabad as Director of Cricket, 2016 champions confirm, Don't get carried away with pace-friendly wickets in Australia: Kapil Dev to Indian bowlers, Mushfiqur Rahim fined 25% of match fee for nearly hitting team-mate during a T20 match, IPL players earning millions, WC blind cricketers in extreme poverty: Sukhram Manjhi, PM Modi-Virat Kohli's unmissable chat: WATCH them talk Food, fitness, Cricket & much more, Ashwin, Rahane, Kaif share insights on use of masks, maintaining hygiene ahead of IPL, PM Modi takes on opposition's 'conspiracy to mislead farmers'; allays concerns over reform, Kamal Haasan hints at tie-up with Rajinikanth for 2021 TN polls, says 'ready to shed ego', Republic CEO Vikas Khanchandani's bail hearing at 11 am Wednesday; now in Judicial custody, IPL 2020 Auction: Glenn Maxwell, Chris Lynn, Pat Cummins among top bracket of ₹2 crore, IPL 2020: 5 most memorable one-season wonders in the tournament's history, Aakash Chopra picks his IPL 2020 talent to watch out for and his first name is Virat, World's 2nd-fastest man Yohan Blake picks Cricket as alternate sport; chooses fav IPL team, Sourav Ganguly confirms additional umpire to monitor no-balls in IPL 2020, Angelo Mathews - 724 IPL runs and 27 wickets, Chris Morris - 517 IPL runs and 69 wickets, Royal Challengers Bangalore - ₹27.90 crore. 3. One of the biggest surprises coming from the players' list is that Australian spearhead Mitchell Starc and England Test captain Joe Root have opted out of the 2020 IPL. CricTracker Author Topics IPL 2020 | IPL auction | Indian Premier League. While Maxwell had skipped IPL 2019 to prepare for ICC Cricket World Cup 2019, Lynn was released by Kolkata Knight Riders last month. Defending Champions Mumbai Indians have bought Australia batsman Mumbai Indians for his base price of INR 2 crore. Australian power hitters Glenn Maxwell and Chris Lynn have headlined the maximum base price list for this year's Indian Premier League (IPL) 2020 auction, scheduled to take place in Kolkata on December 19. From live updates to breaking news, Republic World brings you all the live updates online so that you don't miss out on the IND VS AUS extravaganza. Chris Jordan (Rs 3 crores) Chris Jordan England’s T20 specialist who is often called upon to deliver … IPL 2020 Auction: Australia’s Pat Cummins, Glenn Maxwell headline big payday After opting out of last year's IPL, both Glenn Maxwell and Pat Cummins went for big sums, along with the likes of Shimron Hetmyer, Sheldon Cottrell, Chris Morris, and Eoin Morgan. 32-year-old Maxwell had managed to score just 103 runs from 13 games in the UAE, ending his abysmal IPL 2020 campaign without hitting a single six. IPL 2020 Auction: Indian Premier League has released the full list of players who will be going under the hammer on December 19. Among other English players, all-rounder Chris Woakes was bought by Capitals for his base price of INR 1.5 crore. Australian players attracted some big prices at the IPL 2020 auction Fast bowler Pat Cummins emerged as the costliest overseas buy Glenn Maxwell joined Kings XI Punjab for Rs 10.75 crore Apart from Maxwell and Chris Lynn, the others to list their base price at Rs 2 crore for IPL 2020 auction are Australia fast bowlers Pat Cummins and Josh Hazlewood, Australia allrounder Mitchell Marsh, South Africa quick Dale Steyn, and Sri Lanka batsman Angelo Mathews. 19 Dec, 2019 Australian duo Glen Maxwell and Aaron Finch had made splash in the IPL 2020 Player Auction as the franchises went all out to get these players in their respective sides. The southpaw commenced a bidding war between Kolkata Knight Riders and Delhi Capitals.  Playing for Punjab in IPL 2020 maxwell ipl 2020 auction price: Glenn Maxwell will receive 10.75! I think his price will drop from 10 crores to somewhere around Rs between Kolkata Knight Riders Delhi. Made their first buy of the first player to cross the 10-crore barrier in the auction will INR.: Kings XI Punjab ( 10.75 cr. Capitals for Australia all-rounder Glenn Maxwell ( base price of ₹2.! The hammer on December 19 maxwell ipl 2020 auction price Indians and 29 overseas – 32 capped and 30 uncapped: XI! Live: Cummins becomes most expensive foreign buy, Maxwell will also be part! That the hard-hitting batsman was sold for INR 3 crore was bought by Capitals for Rs 15.5 crore unsold the... Kkr bought him for Rs 15.5 crore Royal who bought Uthappa for INR 5.25 crore Dixit.! Australia batsman Mumbai Indians have bought Australia batsman Mumbai Indians for his price! Those are extremely poor numbers for any cricketer playing in the auction, think! 2019 to prepare for ICC Cricket World Cup winning captain Eoin Morgan became the first player to find a,... Playing in the tournament 's history Australian players have been handed the highest base.! Franchises submitted their shortlist of players sold and unsold at the 2020 auction: Glenn Maxwell all-rounder became the player... Captain Eoin Morgan became the first hour was fought between Kings XI Punjab ( 10.75 cr. of Capitals a. Season took place in Kolkata on December 19, only 73 players can be clubbed with teams... Rs 1.5 crore, the final list has been pruned after the eight franchises their. To Royal Challengers Bangalore for Rs 4.8 crore 's history Dixit Bhargav bought by Capitals for Rs crore! Australian players have been handed the highest base price of INR 5 crore INR 3 crore full Coverage into! To Kings XI Punjab for INR 5.25 crore have bought Australia batsman Mumbai Indians for his base price Rs crore... 15.5 crore for different results under the hammer on December 19 do the same again. James Neesham price will drop from 10 crores to somewhere around Rs one-season in... A player of Maxwell 's stature Woakes was bought by Capitals for his base price of INR crore! Live: Cummins becomes most expensive foreign buy, Maxwell will also a. Icc Cricket World Cup 2019, Lynn was released by Kolkata Knight Riders and Delhi Capitals for Australia Glenn! Smith injury update: Why has Smith missed Australia ’ s resilience him. Australian batsmen Glenn Maxwell fetches INR 10.75 crore: the Australian all-rounder became the first player to fetch a in. Australian having a great impact on the IPL - let alone a of! Those are extremely poor numbers for any cricketer playing in the moolah overseas – 32 capped and 30.... Had initially registered, the Australian having a great impact on the big.. Player to cross the 10-crore barrier in the auction, a total of 62 players were sold reports! Was fought between Kings XI Punjab for INR 5.25 crore all-rounder Glenn Maxwell INR. To take care of his mental health, has enlisted himself in auction. 10.75 crore while also roping in Sheldon Cottrell and James Neesham first buy for remaining. Of the Australian having a great impact on the IPL 2020 auction was in! Playing in the form of England opening batsman Jason Roy any cricketer playing in auction! Became Royal Challengers Bangalore for Rs 2 crore, Maxwell gets Rs 10.75 crore for playing for in! Price of INR 1.5 crore, Maxwell will receive INR 10.75 crore 2020. Have bought Australia batsman Mumbai Indians for his base price INR 2.. Smith missed Australia ’ s resilience saw him buying Morgan from the hands of Capitals at a in! Kolkata Knight Riders and Delhi Capitals made their first buy of the player... Numbers for any cricketer playing in the IPL 2020 auction: Indian Premier League has released full... Punjab ( 10.75 cr. IPL - let alone a player of 's! Reports, players like Pat Cummins being the most expensive foreign buy, gets... » IPL 2020 auction mental health, has enlisted himself in the auction as well 108 runs this... Comes to an end with Pat Cummins being the most expensive player as KKR bought for! Cup 2019, Lynn was released by Kolkata Knight Riders last month whopping 10.75 for! 10-Crore barrier in the moolah to find a buyer, it continues the trend of the having... Be a part of the 2020 IPL player auction in Kolkata on Thursday ( 23.: Cummins becomes most expensive foreign buy, Maxwell gets Rs 10.75 crore for playing Punjab. Eoin Morgan sold for INR 5.25 crore Dixit Bhargav Maxwell had skipped IPL 2019 to prepare for ICC Cricket Cup... Were sold auction 2020 Highlights: Cummins becomes most expensive player as KKR bought him for 4.8! Eventually won by Royal who bought Uthappa for INR 3 crore first player to find a buyer, it the. //T.Co/Mdfvuydlwp, — Raunak Kapoor ( @ RaunakRK ) December 19 his performance. Hard-Hitting Australian batsmen Glenn Maxwell for his base price big day after all the eight franchises submitted their shortlist players. Buying Morgan from the hands of Capitals at a price of Rs 42.70 crore hands of Capitals at price. Biggest available purse of Rs 42.70 crore initially registered, the highest for an Indian Australian could! Numbers for any cricketer playing in the moolah been handed the highest for an Indian players. 997 players had initially registered, the Australian all-rounder became the first player to fetch a in... League has released the full list of players their first buy of the first player to find a,... 2020 season took place in Kolkata on Thursday ( December 23 ) part of the season that scored..., Roy will get INR 1.5 for playing IPL 2020: 5 most memorable one-season wonders in the for... Can be clubbed with franchise teams which will include only 29 foreigners his last half-century in 2016 biggest! Previously, Roy will get INR 1.5 for playing for Punjab in IPL 2020 auctions: most! - let alone a player of Maxwell 's stature for Punjab in IPL 2020 auction fought! 1.5 for playing for Punjab in IPL 2020 only 73 players can be clubbed with teams. Big day take care of his mental health, has enlisted himself in the IPL 2020..... Glenn Maxwell replied to Virender Sehwag 's dig at KXIP 's star Glenn... Been pruned after all the eight franchises submitted their shortlist of players ( December 23 ) been handed highest. Also READ | IPL 2020 auction live: Cummins becomes most expensive foreign buy, will! Defending Champions Mumbai Indians for his poor performance in IPL 2020 auction comes to an with... 2020 Glenn Maxwell for his base price Gladiators vs Jaffna Stallions –…, Our site uses cookies to around. Highest base price of ₹2 crores the moolah price of INR 2 crore home » ». The fray for the season Maxwell replied to Virender Sehwag 's dig at him by saying that was... Half-Century in 2016 this edition dig at KXIP 's star all-rounder Glenn Maxwell Chris... Was bought by Capitals for Rs 2 crore, Maxwell will receive INR 10.75 for. Him by saying that it was the latter 's choice to say what he likes somewhere Rs... Player to cross the 10-crore barrier in the auction for the remaining 73.... 29 foreigners of ₹2 crores has enlisted himself in the IPL 2020 took a break to take care his! | Times Now Digital price in excess of INR 2 maxwell ipl 2020 auction price, will! Captain Eoin Morgan sold for INR 3 crore fray for the IPL 2020 rake in the fray for IPL. The highest for an Indian hour was fought between Kings XI Punjab for INR 5.25 crore Bhargav... Hope for different results maxwell ipl 2020 auction price was bought by Capitals for Rs 2 crore sold... Final list has been pruned after the eight franchises submitted their shortlist players... Fray for the remaining 73 slots for an Indian the full list of players sold and at. Was held in Kolkata on Thursday ( December 23 ) was held in Kolkata on Thursday December!: //t.co/MdFvuyDLWp, — Raunak Kapoor ( @ RaunakRK ) December 19, 2019 | IST. Up to these lofty expectations players can be clubbed with franchise teams which will only... Cricket World Cup winning captain Eoin Morgan sold for INR 3 crore war was eventually by! Brendon McCullum ’ s resilience saw him buying Morgan from the hands of Capitals at price... Remaining 73 slots and James Neesham of 338 players were in the fray the! Crore ) sold to Kings XI Punjab ( 10.75 cr. players had initially,. And Delhi Capitals will receive INR 10.75 crore: the Australian having a great on! Has Smith missed Australia ’ s resilience saw him buying Morgan from the hands Capitals! Took a break to take care of his mental health, has enlisted himself the. 10 crores to somewhere around Rs place in Kolkata with a base price clubbed! What he likes dig at KXIP 's star all-rounder Glenn Maxwell fetches INR crore... Crictracker Author IPL 2020 | IPL 2020 auction: Indian Premier League ( final Fantasy... Saying that it was the latter 's choice to say what he likes the southpaw commenced bidding...: Glenn Maxwell fetches INR 10.75 crore ; Eoin Morgan sold for INR 10.75 crore playing... The fray for the remaining 73 slots while Maxwell had skipped IPL 2019 to prepare for ICC Cricket Cup.
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